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PCTAJS99/24919

Token Based Source File Compression/Decompression And Its

Application

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to the field of computer systems.

More specifically, the present invention relates to methods and apparatuses

associated with the distribution or provision of source files to other computer

systems.

2. Background Information

With the recent advances in microprocessor, telecommunication

and networking technology, increasing number of computer systems are being

networked together, in turn, increasing number of situations arise where

source files have to be transferred from one computer system to another

computer system. The term "source files" as used herein includes but not

limited to compilable or interpretable source files written in machine

programming languages such as C, C++. HTML, XML, JAVA^, JAVAScript,

and so forth. For example, everyday, millions of users are connected to the

Internet downloading web pages from a multitude of web sites. Similariy.

.

millions of users are doing the same within thousands of "corporate" intranets.

In a new user centric software distribution paradigm, disclosed in co-pending

U.S. patent application number <to be inserted>. filed contemporaneously, and

entitled "User centric source control", it is envisioned that software products are

distributed to client systems or their proxies in source form. All these activities

further exacerbate the well known bandwidth problem confronting private as

well as public networks. (Note that the "user centric** approach to source

control contributes to the bandwidth problem only in the sense that the

wo 00/23905
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approach is expected to increase the demand for source file transmission. For

a given set of source files, its delta feature actually reduces bandwidth demand

for maintaining and updating the set of source files.)

Various compression/decompression techniques are known in

the art in the data or link layer to reduce the amount of data that needs to be

transmitted from a sender to a receiver. For examples, a dictionary based

approach replacing previously transmitted character string (e.g. *1his string has

been sent before**) with a code is often employed in modem communication;

the run length encoding approach (e.g. encoding a series of 10 0-bit as [0. 10])

is often employed in video signal compression, and a code based approach

supplying the identity of a linear excitation code vector is often employed in

audio compression. However, notwithstanding these multitude of data or link

layer compression/decompression techniques available, as evident by the

amount of research and development going into Quality of Service. Bandwidth

Reservation, Virtual Private Network, and so forth, the problem of bandwidth in

private as well as public networks is expected to remain with the computer and

communication industry for years to come.

Thus, further improvement or contribution to alleviating the bandwidth

problem, in particular, improvement that furtheradvances the connectivity and

exchange of information between computer systems, is desired.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the present invention, a source file is provided

from one computer system to another in a tokenized form to reduce

transmission bandwidth requirement. In the tokenized fonn. at least language

elements present in the source file in its original form are substituted with

corresponding tokens. In one embodiment, operands present in th source file

in the original form are also substituted with conresponding tokens, and entries

mapping the operand substituting tokens to the operands are maintained in a

2
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symbol table. In this case, the symbol table is also provided to the other

computer system.

In one embodiment, the source file is also in either a base or

delta forni. A new entry is created for the symbol table whenever a new

operand is encountered and substituted. In this case, subsequent to the initial

provision of the symt)ol table, new entries associated with a base/delta source

file are also provided to the other computer system to update the previously

provided symbol table.

In one embodiment, the base/delta source files also have

associated versioning control information. In this case, the versioning control

information is also provided to the other computer system.

In one embodiment, the computer system is a web server, and

the source file is a web page. The other computer system is a client computer

system requesting the web page from the web server. The requested web

page is provided by the web server to the client computer system in the

tokenized form, and the client computer system is equipped with a browser

having been enhanced with the ability to restore the provided web page to its

original form. In one emfcx)diment, the web page is also in a base/delta form

having associated versioning control information, and the client computer

system' browser is enhanced with the ability to reconstitute the requested web

page using the associated versioning control information.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

The present invention will be described by way of exemplary

embodiments, but not limitations, illustrated in the accompanying drawings in

which like references denote similar elements, and in which:
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Figures 1a-1c illustrate three exemplary embodiments of the

token based compressed source file transmission of the present invention;

Figures 2a-2b illustrate one exemplary embodiment each for a

collection of tokens and an associated symbol table suitable for use to practice

the present invention;

Figure 3a-3b illustrate one exemplary embodiment each of the

sender and the receiver's method steps in accordance to the present invention;

Figure 4 illustrates one exemplary application of the present

invention to web servers and client systems accessing web servers; and

Figure 5 illustrates one embodiment of an exemplary computer

system suitable for use as either a sender or a receiver system to practice the

present Invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

In the following description, various aspects of the present

invention will be described. However, it will be apparent to those skilled in the

art that the present Invention may be practiced with only some or all aspects of

the present invention. For purposes of explanation, specific numbers, materials

and configurations are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of

the present invention. However, it will also be apparent to one skilled in the art

that the present invention may be practiced without the specific details. In other

instances, well known features are omitted or simplified in order not to obscure

the present invention.

Parts of the description will be presented in terms of operations

performed by a computer system, using terms such as tables, files, data and the

like, consistent with the manner commonly employed by those skilled in the art

to convey the substance of their work to others skilled in the art. As well

understood by those skilled in the art, these quantities take the form of electrical,

magnetic, or optical signals capable of being stored, transferred, combined, and

4
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otherwise manipulated through mechanical and electrical components of a

digital system; and the term digital system include general purpose as well as

special purpose data processing machines, systems, and the like, that are

standalone, adjunct or embedded.

Various operations will be described as multiple discrete steps

performed in tum in a manner that is most helpful in understanding the present

invention, however, the order of description should not be construed as to imply

that these operations are necessarily order dependent, in particular, the order

the steps are presented.

Referring now to Figures la-lc, wherein three exemplary

embodiments of the present invention are shown. These three exemplary

embodiments will be described in tum. referencing also Figures 2a-2b. First,

refening to Fig. la, exemplary sending and receiving systems 100 and 140 are

illustrated as being coupled to one another via communication medium 180.

More Importantly, in accordance with the present invention, sending system

100 advantageously provides source files to receiving system 140 in a

tokenized form, generated from an original form, thereby reducing transmission

bandwidth requirement on communication medium 180. For the illustrated

embodiment, sending system 100 includes library 102, tokenizer 104 and

sender 106, whereas receiving system 140 includes library 142, de-tokenizer

144 and receiver 146.

Over in sending system 100. library 102 is used to store source

files 110 in the original fonn and source files 112 in the tokenized form.

Tokenizer 104 is used to transfomn source files 110 in the original form to

source file 112 in the tokenized form. For the illustrated embodiment, tokenizer

104 effectuates the transfomiation by substituting language elements, such as

arithmetic operators, relational operators and so forth, with tokens. The term

"token** as used herein is intended to have similar meaning as the term is

5
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commonly used by those skilled in the art of compiler technology, which

typically includes a token class designation, e.g. arithmetic operator, and a

class value, which may be a value designating a particular operator of the

class, e.g. the value designating the operator (see Fig. 2a. wherein an

exemplary collection of language element substituting tokens is illustrated).

Sender 106 is used to send source files 112 in the tokenized fonm to receiving

system 140, as described earlier. Sender 106 may send source files 112 in the

tokenized fonm to receiving system 140 at its own initiative, at the request of a

local requestor (not shown), e.g. an application, or a remote requestor (also not

shown), e.g. an application on receiving system 140.

in one embodiment, the programming language a particular

source file 1 1 0/1 12 is written in Is Infenred from the file name of the source file,

e.g. the file name including a file extension, such as "htm" for the hypertext

markup language (HTML). In another embodiment, the pn^gramming language

a particular source file 110/112 is written in is determinable from the properties

associated with the particular source file 110/11 2, which is integrally pnovkled

along with a particular source file 112. when the particular source file 112 in

tokenized fonm is provided to receiving system 140, In yet another

embodiment, sender 106 informs receiver 146. the programming language the

particular source file 1 10/1 12 is written in.

Still referring to Fig. la, over in receiving system 140, receiver

146 is used to receive source files 1 12 in the tokenized form from sending

system 100. including as described earlier, its programming language, either

integrally or particularly. Library 142 is used to store received source files 112

in the tokenized form, as well as restored source files 152 in the original form.

De-tokenizer 144 is used to restore source files 112 in the tokenized fonri to

source file 152 in the original form. For the illustrated embodiment, de-

tokenizer 144 effectuates the transformation by restoring language element

substituting tokens with their con^esponding language elements. De-tokeniz r

6
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144 is equipped with the language element substituting token to language

element mappings for a number of programming languages. In one

embodiment, source files 110/112/115 may be written In include but not limited

to C. C++, HTML. XML, Java"^, and JavaScript, and de-tokenizer 144 is

accordingly equipped to handle the supported programming languages.

Communication medium 180 is intended to represent a broad

range of communication medium known in the art, from local area networks

(ethemet. token ring, etc.) to wide area networks (ATM, frame relay, and so

forth). Accordingly, communication medium 180 will not be further described.

Libraries 102 and 142. sender/receiver 106 and 146, as well as tokenizer/de-

tokenizer 104 and 144 are also intended to represent a broad range of these

elements known in the art. Thus, except for the manner these elements are

employed to practice the present invention, individually, these elements will

also not be further descrit)ed.

Figure lb Illustrates an altemate embodiment In this

embodiment, sending system 100' also advantageously provides source files

to receiving system 140' in the tokenized fonm, thereby reducing the bandwidth

requirement on communication medium 180*. Sending system 100' similariy

includes library 102', tokenizer 104' and sender 106*. while receiving system

140' similariy includes library 142'. de-tokenizer 144' and receiver 146'. Each

of these elements perform the same functions as the corresponding element

described eariier for the embodiment of Fig. la. The key differences between

these two embodiments are in the manner in which tokenizer 104' transforms

source files 110' in the original form to source files 112' in the tokenized form,

and de-tokenzier 144' restores source files 112' in the tokenized form to source

files 115' in the original form.

More specifically, in addition to substituting language elements

with corresponding tokens to reduce transmission bandwidth requirement, as

7
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described earlier, tokenizer 104' further substitutes operands present in source

file 110' in the original fonn with corresponding tokens. Additionally, tokenizer

104' further creates and maintains a symbol table 114' for each group of

related source files, e.g. those to be compiled and linkedited together. In

particular, tokenizer 104' creates a mapping entry for symbol table 114' for

each new operand it encounters and substitutes with a new token. For the

exemplary embodiment of tokens illustrated in Fig. 2a, the class value of the

operand class token will be set to a pointer pointing to the appropriate mapping

entry in the symbol table (see Fig. 2b, wherein an exemplary embodiment of a

symbol table is illustrated).

Symbol tables 114' are also provided to receiving system 140' by

sender 106* of sending system 100'. In like manner, receiver 146* stores the

received symbol tables 114' in library 142'. making them available to de-

tokenizer 144' when it restores source files 112' in the tokenized form to

source files 152' in the original fbmn. In other words, in addition to the

language element substituting token to language mappings de-tokenizer 144'

is equipped with, de-tokenizer 144' further uses the operand substituting token

to operand mappings in symbol tables 114* to effectuate the restoration.

Figure 1c illustrates yet another aitemate embodiment. In this

embodiment, sending system 100" also advantageously provides source files

to receiving system 140" in the tokenized form, thereby reducing the

bandwidth requirement on communication medium 180". Sending system

100" similariy includes library 102", tokenizer 104" and sender 106", while

receiving system 140" similariy includes library 142". de-tokenizer 144" and

receiver 146". Each of these elements perform the same functions as the

corresponding element described eariier for the embodiments of Fig. la-lb.

The key difference between this and the eariier embodiments is the fact that

source files 110"/112"/115" are also in either a base or delta form, having

associated versioning control infomnation 116". Accordingly, sender 106" also

8
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provides receiving system 140" with new operand substituting token to

operand mappings for symbol tables 114", whenever sender 106" provides

receiving system 140" with a base/delta source file 112" in the tokenized fomn

involving new operand substituting tokens, not previously employed in

base/delta source files 112" earlier provided to receiving system 140".

Additionally, for this embodiment, sender 106" also provides versioning control

information 116" to receiving system 140".

In one embodiment, each of base/delta source files

110"/112"/115" is identified with a universally unique identifier (UUID), as

disclosed in co-pending U.S. patent application number <to be inserted>. filed

contemporaneously, entitled "User Centric Source Contrar. which is hereby

fully incorporated by reference (except for the reciprocating incorporation by

reference). Each of the UUIDs universally identifies the particular base/delta

source file 110"/112"/115" among other base/delta source files of the program

product as well as among other base/delta source files of all other program

products of all other software vendors. For this embodiment the versioning

control information 116" includes predecessor UUID information and other

control information, such as locking and privileges, for the base/delta source

files 110"/112"/115", as described in the co-pending application. As described

eariier, sender 106" provides these predecessor UUID and other control:

information to receiving system 140".

Also in like manner, receiver 146" updates symbol tables 114"

stored in library 142", whenever it receives new operand substituting token to

operand mappings from sending system 100". Receiver 146" also stores

versioning control information in library 140", upon receiving them from

sending system 100", and making the versioning control information available

for use on receiving system 140".

9
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While the present invention is being described with Fig. 1c as an

extension of Fig. 1b, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the present

invention may also be practiced with Fig. 1a being extended with the additional

base/delta and versioning control features of Fig. 1c, but without the additional

tokenizing operand feature of Fig. lb. In fact, those skilled in the art will

appreciate that the present invention may be practiced with other additional

features, and/or without some of the earlier described features.

Refem'ng now to Figures 3a-3b. wherein one embodiment each

of the operational steps of sending and receiving systems 100 and 140 are

shown. In the remaining descriptions, when reference is made to an element,

such as tokenizer 102, unless specifically noted, the reference is intended to

include all embodiments earlier described, i.e. tokenizer 102. 102' as well as

102" of Fig. la, lb and 1c. First, over in sending system 100. as illustrated in

Fig. 3a. at step 302, tokenizer 102 is initially employed to transform the source

files from the original fonm to the tokenized form, with at least the language

elements being substituted by corresponding tokens. Step 304 is an optional

step for those embodiments where at step 302, operands are also substituted

by conresponding tokens. Where applicable, tokenizer 102 further creates a

symbol table, or new operand substituting token mapping entries for an existing

symbol table, depending on whether the source file being processed is a first of

a collection of interrelated source files or merely additional ones of the

collection. Steps 302 and 304 are presented as two separate discrete steps

for ease of understanding. They may be practiced as separate steps as

described or as a single combined step.

Upon generating the transformed source files, sending system

100 awaits for requests for the source files, step 306. As described eariier. the

requests may be made by a local requestor, such as an application on sending

system 100, or by a remote requestor, such as an application on receiving

system 140, In any event, upon receipt of a request to provide selected ones

10
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of the source files to receiving system 140, sender 106 provides requested

ones of the source files in the tokenized form, reducing transmission bandwidth

requirement on communication medium 180. Step 310 is also an optional step

for those embodiments where at step 302, operands are also substituted by

tokens, and/or the source files are being kept in base/delta form with versioning

control information. Where applicable, sender 106 further provides the symt)ol

table, update entries for the symbol table, or versioning control information, as

the situation may call for. Similarly, steps 308 and 310 are presented as two

discrete steps for ease of understanding. They too may be practiced as

separate steps as described or as one single combined step.

Upon providing the requested ones of source files, and other

applicable symbol table(s) and/or versioning control information to receiving

system 140. sending system 100 retums to step 306, unless sending system

100 is to terminate operation. Steps 308-310 are repeated as many times as

necessary to satisfy the various requests received by sending system 100 for

receiving system 140 and the likes. Furthemnore. while for ease of

understanding. Fig. 3a illustrates the process of tokenizing the source files as

being perfomned for a number of source files before requests for selected ones

of the source files are received and serviced, those skill in the art will

appreciate that in altemate embodiments, the process of tokenizing the source

files may be dynamically performed subsequent to receiving a request for the

source files instead.

Over in receiving system 140, as illustrated in Fig. 3b. at step

322, receiving system 140 either proceeds with steps 324-326 or step 328

depending on whether it is receiver 146 who has received source files provided

by sending system 100 or it is de-tokenizer 144 who has received a request to

restore selected ones of the tokenized source files. If it is the former, receiver

146 stores the received source files in tokenized fomn into library 142 as

described earlier. Step 326 is an optional step for those emtx)diments where

11
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the operands are also substituted by tokens and/or the source files are being

kept in base/delta fomn with versioning control information. Where applicable,

receiver 146 also stores the symbol table or versioning control information into

library 142 or updates the symbol table, as the situation may call for.

At step 328, de-tokenizer 144 restores the source files from the

tokenized form back to the original fomri, restoring at least the language

element substituting tokens to the corresponding tokens. For emlxxJiments

where operands are also substituted by tokens, de-tokenizer 144 further

restores the operand substituting tokens to the corresponding operands, using

the appropriate symbol tables.

Upon responding to the receipt of source files in tokenized form

or their associated information, or responding to requests to restore selected

ones of the source files, receiving system 140 retums to step 322, unless

receiving system 140 is to temninate operation. Steps 324-326 and step 328

are repeated as many times as necessary to service the receipts and various

requests received by receiving system 140. Furthermore, while for ease of

understanding, Fig. 3b illustrates the process of restoration as being performed

"on-demand", those skill in the art will appreciate that in alternate

embodiments, the process of restoration may also be perfomned in batch prior

"
to making the restored source files available for use on receiving system 140.

Refening now to Figure 4, wherein an exemplary application of

the present invention to the provision of web pages by web server is illustrated.

As shown, web site 400 and an exemplary client system 440 is coupled to one

anotiier through Internet 480. Web site 400 provides web pages to client

system 440 responsive to requests from client system 440. Incorporated with

the teachings of the present invention, web site 400 advantageously provides

the requested web pages to client system 440 in the above described

tokenized form, reducing the transmission bandwidth requirement on internet

12
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480, which as those skilled in the art will appreciate, will also likely to result in

improving perceived response time to a user of client system 440.

As described earlier for sending system 100" of Fiq. 1c, web site

400 includes library 402. tokenizer 404 and HTTP interface 406 (in the role of

sender 106). Library 402 is used to store HTML web pages. JAVA scripts and

so forth in original as well as tokenized form 410 and 412 (hereinafter simply

web page or web pages), including symbol tables 414. For the illustrated

embodiment, web pages 410 and 412 are kept in base/delta form having

associated versbning control information 416. However, for prefenBd

implementation reasons, versloning control information 416 are stored in a

separate repository 418 as opposed to library 402. For attemate embodiments,

repository 418 may be implemented as an integral part of library 402.

Tokenizer 404 and HTTP interface 406 operate as described eariier for the

corresponding elements of sending system 100" to effectuate the desired

reduction in bandv^rtdth requirement on Intemet 480.

Similariy, as described eariier for receiving system 140" of Fig.

1c, client system 440 includes library 442, de-tokenizer 444 and browser 446

(in the role of receiver 146). Library 442 is used to store web pages in

tokenized fonn 412 and symbol tables 414. Also for preferred implementation

reasons, versloning control infomnation 416 are stored in a separate repository

448. Likewise, for altemate embodiments, repository 448 may also be

combined with library 442.

Browser 446 includes conventional elements found in many

browsers known in the art. HTTP interface 462, HTML web page handler 464,

JAVA™ and JavaScript execution engine 466, other script Interpreter 468 (e.g.

CGI), display Interface 470, and a number of "plug-ins", shown as additional

Active-X components 472. Included among these Actlve-X components 472 is

a component that interacts with library 442 and repository 448 to store received

13
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web pages 412, symbol tables 414 and versioning control information 416 in

library 442 and repository 448, and selectively invoke detokenizer 414 to

reconstitute and restore the web pages, as described earlier for corresponding

elements of receiving system 140". Except for the teachings of the present

invention incorporated in the particular Active-X component, qll other elements

perform their conventional functions known in the art, and their constitutions

are well, accordingly, will not be further described. Additionally, those skilled in

the art will also appreciate that the particular Active-X component may be

provided integrally with the browser or complementarily as a supplemental

function. In fact, the ability might be provided via other "extension" or "plug-in"

technology. The browser may also be an Integral function of an operating

system having other conventional operating system functions such as a file

subsystem, task scheduling and so forth.

While the above exemplary application is described in the context

of the Internet and Worid Wide Web, those skilled in the art will appreciate that

Intemet 480 may be an internal private network of a corporation or an

organization, with web site 400 and client system 460 being internal

information servers and user computer systems respectively. Furthermore, as

described in the incorporated by reference co-pending application, the

provision of web pages in the above described base/delta fomn also has the

advantage of enabling a user to selectively roll back to prior versions of the

web pages. Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that for certain

browsers known in the art, the described manner of provision also has the

advantage of making it difficult for the unskilled users to detemnine the source

content of the web pages.

Figure 5 illustrates one embodiment of an exemplary computer

system suitable for use to practice the present invention, in particular as a user

system. As shown, exemplary computer system 500 includes processor 502

and system memory 504 coupled to each other via system bus 506. Coupled

14
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also system bus 506 are non-volatile storage 508, various user input/output

devices 510 and communication Interface 520. Each of these elements

perfonm its conventional functions known in the art. In particular, system

memory 504 and non-volatile storage 508 are employed to store a working

copy and a permanent copy of the programming instructions implementing the

teachings of the present invention. The permanent copy of the programming

instructions may be loaded into non-volatile storage 508 in the factory, or in the

field, through distribution medium 522 or through communication interface 520.

As described earlier, any one of a number of recordable medium such as tapes

and so forth may be employed. The constitution of these elements 502-520

are also well known, and accordingly will not be further described.

Thus, a novel method and apparatus for token based source file

compression/decompression and its application has been described. While the

present invention has been described in temis of the above illustrated

embodiments, those skilled in the art will recognize that the invention is not

limited to the embodiments described. The present invention can be practiced

with modification and alteration within the spirit and scope of the appended

claims. The description is thus to be regarded as illustrative instead of restrictive

on the present invention.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1 . In a computer system, a computer implemented source file transmission

method comprising:

transforming a plurality of source files into a tokenized fomn, including

substituting language elements present in the source files with corresponding

tokens to reduce transmission bandwidth required to provide the source files to

one or more other computer systems; and

providing the source files to the one or more other computer systems by

transmitting the transformed source files in said tokenized form to the one or

more other computer systems.

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein the transformation further includes

substituting operands of the source files with corresponding tokens and

generating a symbol table with entries mapping the operand substituting

tokens to the operands, and the provision further includes transmitting the

symbol table to the one or more other computer systems.

3. The method of claim 1 , wherein

the source files are in a base or a delta fonm,

the transformation further includes substituting operands with

corresponding tokens, and generating a new entry for a symbol table for each

new operand encountered and substituted by a new token; and

the provision further includes transmitting the new entries for the symbol

table to the one or other computer systems.

4. The method of claim 1 , wherein the source files are in either a bas or a

delta form having associated versioning control infomiation, and the provision

16
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further includes transmitting the versioning control infonrnation to the one or

more other computer systems.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein each of the base/delta source files are

identified by an universally unique identifier (UUID), and the provision of the

versioning control information to the one or more computer systems Includes

transmission of predecessor UUID information of the base/delta source files.

6. In a computer system, a computer Implemented source file reception

method comprising:

receiving a plurality of source files in a tokenized fomn from a second

computer system, the source files being provided in the tokenized fonm to

reduce transmission bandwidth requirement;

storing the source file in said tokenized form in the computer system:

and

upon request, transforming requested ones of the stored source files

back to an original non-tokenized form, including restoring language element

substituting tokens of the source files to con-esponding language elements.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein said receiving further includes receiving

a symbol table having entries that map operand substituting tokens to

operands, and the transformation further includes restoring operand

substituting tokens of the source files to corresponding operands, using said

received symbol table.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein

the source files are in either a base or a delta form.

said receiving further includes receiving from the second computer

system new entries mapping new operand substituting tokens to new operands

for a symbol table to which the base/delta source files are associated; and
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the method further includes updating the symbol table with the received

new entries.

9. The method of claim 6, wherein the source files are in either a base or a

delta fomi having associated versioning control information, and said receiving

further includes receiving the associated versioning control information from

the second computer system.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein each of the base/delta source files is

identified by an universally unique identifier (UUID), and the receiving of the

associated versioning control information from the second computer system

includes receiving predecessor UUID infomiation of the base/delta source files.

11. A computer system comprising:

a tokenizer to transfonn a plurality of source files into a tokenized form,

including substituting language elements present in the source files with

corresponding tokens, to reduce transmission bandwidth required to provide

the source files to one or more other computer systems; and

a transmitter having access to the transformed source files to transmit

the transformed source files in said tokenized form to the one or more other

computer systems.

1 2. The computer system of claim 1 1 . wherein the tokenizer further

substitutes operands of the source file with corresponding tokens, and

generates a symbol table with entries mapping the operand substituting tokens

to the operands, and the transmitter further transmits the symbol table to the

one or more other computer systems.

13. The computer system of claim 1 1 , wherein

the source files are in either a base or a delta fomn,
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the tokenizer further substitutes operands with corresponding tokens,

and generates a new entry for a symbol table for each new operand

encountered and substituted by a new token; and

the transmitter further transmits the new entries for the symbol table to

the one or more other computer systems.

14. The computer system of claim 1 1 . wherein the source files are in either

a base or a delta form having associated versioning control information, and

the transmitter further transmits the versioning control information to the one or

more other computer systems.

1 5. The computer system of claim 14. wherein each of the base/delta

source files is identified by an universally unique identifier (UUID), and the

transmitter transmits predecessor UUID infonmation of the base/delta source

files.

16. A computer system comprising:

a receiver to receive a plurality of source files in a tokenized fomn from a

second computer system, the source files being provided in the tokenized form

to reduce transmisston bandwidth requirement;

a storage medium to store the source files in said tokenized form; and

a de-tokenizer, to selectively transform, upon request, requested ones of

the stored source fileis back to an original non-tokenized form, including

restoring language element substituting tokens of the requested ones of the

source files to corresponding language elements.

1 7. The computer system of claim 1 6, wherein said receiver further receives

a symbol table having entries that map operand substituting tokens to

operands, and the de-tokenizer further restores operand substituting tok ns of

th requested ones of the source files to corresponding operands, using said

received symbol table.
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1 8. The computer system of claim 1 6, wherein

the source files are in a base or a delta form, and

said receiver further receives from the second computer system new

entries mapping new operand substituting tokens to new operands for a

symbol table to which the base/delta source files are associated, and the

receiver further updates the symbol table with the received new entries.

1 9. The computer system of claim 1 6, wherein the source files are in either

a base or a delta fomi having associated versioning control information, and

said receiver further receives the associated versioning control information

from the second computer system.

20. The computer system of claim 1 9, wherein each of the base/delta

source files is identified by an universally unique identifier (UUID), and the

receiver receives predecessor UUID information of the base/delta source files.

21 . An article of manufacture comprising:

a recordable medium having recorded thereon a plurality of

programming instmctions usable to program an apparatus to enable the

apparatus to be able to transform a plurality of source files into a tokenized

form, including substituting language elements present in the source files with

conresponding tokens, to reduce transmission bandwidth required to provide

the source files to one or more other apparatuses, and to enable the apparatus

to transmit the transfonned source files in said tokenized fonm to the one or

more other computer systems.

22. The article of claim 21 , wherein the programming instmctions further

enable the apparatus to substitute operands of the source files with

con-esponding tokens, generate a symbol table with entries mapping the
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operand substituting tokens to the operands, and transmit the symbol table to

the one or more other computer systems.

23. The article of claim 21 , wherein the programming instructions further

enable the apparatus to accommodate the source files being in either a base

or a delta fomi, the programming instructions further enabling the apparatus to

substitute operands with corresponding tokens, generate a new entry for a

symbol table for each new operand encountered and substituted by a new

token, as well as transmit the new entries for the symbol table to the one or

more other computer systems.

24. An article of manufacture comprising:

a recordable medium having recorded thereon a plurality of

programming instructions useable to program an apparatus to enable the

apparatus to be able to receive a plurality of source files in a tokenized form

from a second computer system, the source files being provided in the

tokenized fonm to reduce transmission bandwidth requirement, to store the

source files in said tokenized form, and to transfonn. upon request, requested

ones of the stored source files back to an original non-tokenized form, including

restoring language element substituting tokens of the requested ones of the

source files to con^esponding language elements.

25. The article of claim 24, wherein the programming instructions further

enable the apparatus to be able to receive a symbol table having entries that

map operand substituting tokens to operands, and to restore operand

substituting tokens of the source files to con^esponding operands, using said

received symbol table.

26. The article of claim 24, wherein the programming instructions further

enable the apparatus to accommodate the source files being in a base or a

delta form, to receive from the second computer system new entries mapping
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new operand substituting tokens to new operands for a symbol table to which

the delta source file is associated, and to update the synnbol table with the

received new entries.

27. In a web server, a method connprising:

storing a plurality of web pages in a tokenized form with at least

language elements present in the web pages in an original form substituted

with corresponding tokens; and

upon request from a client computer system, providing requested ones

of the stored web pages in the tokenized form to the client computer system.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein the web pages further having

operands present in the web pages in the original form substituted with

corresponding tokens, and entries mapping the operand substituting tokens to

the operands being maintained in a symbol table, and the method further

includes transmitting the symbol table to the client computer system.

29. The method of claim 27, wherein

the web pages are also in a base or a delta form, having operands

present in the original form substituted with conresponding tokens, and having

a new entry created in a symbol table for each new operand encountered and

substituted by a new token, and

the method further includes transmitting the new entries for the symbol

table to the client computer system.

30. A web server comprising:

a storage medium having stored therein a plurality of web pages that

have been transformed into a tokenized form, with at least language elements

present in the web pages in an original form having been substituted by

corresponding tokens;
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an interface to receive a request for one of the web pages from a client

computer system; and

a transmitter to transmit the request web page, in the tokenized form, to

the requesting client computer system.

31 . The web server of claim 30, wherein the web pages further having

operands present in the web pages in the original form substituted with

corresponding tokens, and entries mapping the operand substituting tokens to

the operands being maintained in a symt>ol table, and the transmitter further

transmits the symbol table to the client computer system.

32. The web server of claim 30. wherein

the web pages are also in a base or a delta form, having operands

present in the original form substituted with corresponding tokens, and having

new entries created for a symbol table for each new operand encountered and

substituted by a new token, and the transmitter further transmits the new

entries for the symbol table to the client computer system.

33. In a computer system, a method comprising:

receiving a web page in a tokenized form from a web server; and

automatically transforming the web page back to an original form.

including restoring language element substituting tokens back to corresponding

language elements.

34. The method of claim 33, wherein said receiving further includes

receiving a symbol table having entries that map operand substituting tokens to

operands, and the transformation further includes restoring operand

substituting tokens of the web page to corresponding operands, using said

received symbol table.
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35. The method of ciaim 33, wherein

the web page file is also in either a base or a delta form.

said receiving further includes receiving from the web server new entries

mapping new operand substituting tokens to new operands for a symbol table

to which the base/delta web page is associated; and

the method further includes updating the symbol table with the received

new entries.

36. A browser comprising:

a first component to receive a web page in a tokenized form from a web

server, and

a second component to automatically transform the web page back to

an original fomn, including restoring language element substituting tokens back

to conresponding language elements.

37. The browser of claim 36. wherein said first component further receives a

symbol table having entries that map operand substituting tokens to operands,

and said second component further restores operand substituting tokens of the

web page to conresponding operands, using said received symbol table.

38. The browser of claim 36, wherein

the web page file is also in either a base or a delta form.

said first component further receives from the web server new entries

mapping new operand substituting tokens to new operands for a symbol table

to which the delta source file is associated, and updates the symbol table with

the received new entries.

39. An operating system comprising:

a file subsystem; and
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a browser having a first component to receive a web page in a tokenized

form from a web server, and a second component to automatically transfomri

the web page back to an original fomn, Including restoring language element

substituting tokens back to corresponding language elements.

40. The operating system of claim 39, wherein said first component of the

browser further receives a symbol table having entries that map operand

substituting tokens to operands, and said second component further restores

operand substituting tokens of the web page to conresponding operands, using

said received symt>ol table.

41 . The operating system of claim 39, wherein

the web page file is also in either a base or a delta form,

said first component of the browser further receives from the web server

new entries mapping new operand substituting tokens to new operands for a

symbol table to which the delta source file is associated, and updates the

symbol table with the received new entries.
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